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PLOVER - Scientists revealed this month the results of a study on the Little Plover River that could help local 

conservationists restore the controversial stream's flow. 

The river first ran dry in 2005, and since then its water level has been reduced several times while landowners, 

farmers, conservationists, policymakers and the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources have debated why 

that was happening. Conservationists have focused on the high-capacity wells in the area that support 

agriculture and municipal needs. The river was named to the conservation group American Rivers' Most 

Endangered Rivers list in 2013. 

The results of the state-funded research are in, and the study conducted by the Wisconsin Geological and 

Natural History Survey and the U.S. Geological Survey show that farming has the biggest impact on the water 

level in the Little Plover River. 

The study was commissioned by the DNR in 2013 to develop a tool that evaluates the stream's flow and the 

effects of groundwater in the area on a monthly basis by considering what wells are withdrawing. The tool is a 

science-based model intended to help people make decisions about water management. 

Here are five key things to know about study's findings — and what happens next: 

1. The key finding is irrigation is a likely culprit. 
Ken Bradbury of the WGNHS said the river is closely connected to the groundwater system and is vulnerable to 

the effects of nearby pumping. He said irrigation accounts for 80 percent of total water use in the basin, 

primarily during the summer. He also said weeks or months may pass after pumping before the effects of 

pumping are measurable at the river. 

2. The groundwater flow model is for information, education. 
Bradbury noted that the model showing how groundwater works near the Little Plover River provides only 

information.It will not help create more water or make decisions for any stakeholders. The study accounts for 

factors such as how much irrigation is applied to each crop on different soil and the recharge during different 

times of year. Stakeholders including policymakers and landowners, and the DNR can use that information to 

make decisions. 

3. The study has policy implications. 
The scientific model can be used to develop policy surrounding groundwater in Wisconsin, an issue lawmakers 

have grappled with for years. Bradbury said the DNR may use the model as a tool when reviewing permit 

applications for high capacity wells, as one example. Sen. Julie Lassa and Rep. Katrina Shankland were among 

the legislators who requested the presentation made at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point. Lassa said 

the 300-plus people in attendance demonstrated an interest in the community to develop a solution. "We really 

do need to get everyone at the table to figure out our groundwater needs, uses and where we move in the 

future," Lassa said. Bradbury said he hopes the unbiased science can help the state develop policies that are 

agreeable for most stakeholders. 

4. The science can be used for the Central Sands region. 
The model Bradbury and research hydrologist Mike Fienen of USGS created can be used in the Central Sands 

region to see how different elements affect groundwater at other rivers. Bradbury said one of the goals of the 
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project was to demonstrate that this kind of model can be used elsewhere. He said he hopes to see someone 

provide funding for a larger project. 

5. The study is not finalized, but the science is reliable. 
Bradbury said the scientists behind the study and the model are still making revisions to the report, which 

should be finished in about a month. Although he received several pages of notes and comments from peer 

reviewers, Bradbury says the science not only stands but also the conclusions are what he expected to find 

before conducting the study. "Until you actually do this, you're never completely sure," he said. 

 


